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SUMMARY

Brown fat is specialized for energy expenditure,
a process that is principally controlled by the tran-
scriptional coactivator PGC-1a. Here, we describe
a molecular network important for PGC-1a function
and brown fat metabolism. We find that twist-1 is
selectively expressed in adipose tissue, interacts
with PGC-1a, and is recruited to the promoters of
PGC-1a’s target genes to suppress mitochondrial
metabolism and uncoupling. In vivo, transgenic
mice expressing twist-1 in the adipose tissue are
prone to high-fat-diet-induced obesity, whereas
twist-1 heterozygous knockout mice are obesity
resistant. These phenotypes are attributed to their
altered mitochondrial metabolism in the brown fat.
Interestingly, the nuclear receptor PPARd not only
mediates the actions of PGC-1a but also regulates
twist-1 expression, suggesting a negative-feedback
regulatory mechanism. These findings reveal an
unexpected physiological role for twist-1 in themain-
tenance of energy homeostasis and have important
implications for understanding metabolic control
and metabolic diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Obesity and its associated metabolic diseases are caused by
a long-term imbalance between energy intake and energy
expenditure. Adipose tissues serve as major sites for the control
of energy balance. They are present in two functionally distinct
types: white fat and brown fat. White fat stores excess energy
in the form of triglycerides and releases them in times of energy
need. By contrast, brown fat is specialized for energy expendi-
ture by dissipating energy as heat, a process termed as adaptive
thermogenesis (Cannon and Nedergaard, 2004; Lowell and
Spiegelman, 2000). The unique metabolic property of brown fat
is due to its high mitochondrial density and fuel oxidation
capacity, and to its exclusive expression of uncoupling protein-1
(UCP1) in the inner mitochondrial membrane, which uncouples

the mitochondrial proton gradient from ATP production. Given
the fundamental importance of adipose tissues in the mainte-
nance of systematic energy homeostasis, their functions must
be tightly regulated.
As a heat-generating organ, brown fat plays a key part in the

regulation of energy balance and obesity, as evidenced in rodent
studies. For instance, either ablation of brown fat through
expression of a toxic transgene or knockout of UCP1 leads to
high susceptibility to diet-induced obesity (Kontani et al., 2005;
Lowell et al., 1993), whereas increase of UCP1 expression
protects animals against diet-induced obesity (Kopecky et al.,
1995). However, human adults, unlike rodents and human
neonates, do not possess discrete brown fat depots, and brown
fat cells are dispersed within white fat, casting doubt on whether
human brown fat cells are of physiological and/or pharmacolog-
ical significance. On the other hand, it has long been observed
that brown fat cells in humans have a remarkable capacity for
recruitment and expansion in the presence of high sympathetic
input or prolonged cold exposure (Garruti and Ricquier, 1992;
Huttunen et al., 1981; Lean et al., 1986). Moreover, recent tracer
studies coupled with imaging technology demonstrated a much
wider anatomic distribution of brown fat than was previously
thought in several regions of the human body in normal individ-
uals (reviewed in Nedergaard et al., 2007). Both cell culture
and animal model studies also suggest that white fat cells
show plasticity and can be induced to acquire brown fat features
(Seale et al., 2007; Tiraby and Langin, 2003). Finally, only a small
increase of brown fat activity appears to be sufficient to coun-
teract obesity, as has been seen in mice that contain ectopic
deposition of brown adipocytes in the skeletal muscle (Almind
et al., 2007) or in mice that express UCP1 in the white fat at
a very low level (Kopecky et al., 1995). These observations revive
the idea that brown fat remains an attractive therapeutic target
tissue for obesity and associated diseases. Clearly, there is
a strong need to understand the molecular basis underlying
brown fat metabolism.
A central regulator in brown fat thermogenesis is the transcrip-

tional coactivator PGC-1a (reviewed in Lin et al., 2005). PGC-1a
is predominantly expressed in the brown fat, and its expression
is highly influenced by nutritional and environmental cues. Both
overexpression and loss-of-function studies demonstrate that
PGC-1a regulates the entire program of thermogenesis
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SUMMARY

TGFb ligands act as tumor suppressors in early stage
tumors but are paradoxically diverted into potent
prometastatic factors in advanced cancers. The
molecular nature of this switch remains enigmatic.
Here, we show that TGFb-dependent cell migration,
invasion and metastasis are empowered by mutant-
p53 and opposed by p63. Mechanistically, TGFb
acts in concert with oncogenic Ras and mutant-p53
to induce the assembly of a mutant-p53/p63 protein
complex inwhichSmadsserveasessential platforms.
Within this ternary complex, p63 functions are antag-
onized. Downstream of p63, we identified two candi-
date metastasis suppressor genes associated with
metastasis risk in a large cohort of breast cancer
patients. Thus, two common oncogenic lesions,
mutant-p53 and Ras, selected in early neoplasms
to promote growth and survival, also prefigure
a cellular set-up with particular metastasis proclivity
by TGFb-dependent inhibition of p63 function.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer progression is amultistep process involving the accumu-
lation of genetic and epigenetic changes in several genes. Still,
how distinct defects cooperate to generate a metastatic tumor
remains a long-standing unanswered question in cancer biology.
The fact that specific gene-sets, or signatures, already

expressed in primary tumors have been found predictive for
metastasis, has led to the proposal that metastatic proclivity
might be intimately wired to the same aberrant genetic pathways
that control tumorigenesis in the primary tumor (Bernards and
Weinberg, 2002).

One of the most frequent genetic lesions in human tumors is
mutation of the p53 tumor suppressor, which acts as transcrip-
tion factor to promote cytostasis, apoptosis and genome integ-
rity. More than 80% of p53 alterations are missense mutations
that lead to the synthesis of a stable but transcriptionally
deficient protein (Soussi and Beroud, 2001). Why do tumor cells
retain a disabled tumor suppressor, rather than losing it for
good? An important step in answering this question has been
the generation of mutant-p53 knockin mice (Lang et al., 2004;
Olive et al., 2004). Remarkably, tumors emerging in thesemodels
display aggressive and metastatic traits that are never detected
in tumors developing in a p53 null background. This is supported
by molecular epidemiology data in humans, showing that
mutant-p53 expressing tumors are aggressive and associated
to poor-prognosis (Sorlie et al., 2001; Soussi and Beroud, 2001).
Intriguingly, activating mutations in the Ras signaling pathway

appear critical for the malignant phenotypes of mutant-p53
(Caulin et al., 2007; Hingorani et al., 2005). Thus, p53 mutation,
in concert with oncogenic Ras, leads to a gain of molecularly
undefined properties that render mutant-p53 a dominant prom-
etastatic factor. Whether this entails the intersection with other
pathways involved in neoplastic transformation is unknown.
TGFb/Smad signaling plays a central role for tumorigenesis of

several epithelia, paradoxically switching from tumor suppressor
to promoter of metastasis during cancer progression (Derynck
et al., 2001). Here we present evidence of a TGFb-initiated intra-
cellular cascade specifically relevant in advanced tumor cells for
metastasis. We show that mutant-p53 expression is required for
sustaining TGFb proinvasive responses and metastatic spread
in vivo. Moreover, we shed light on the enigmatic nature of the
prometastatic switches of mutant-p53 and TGFb by showing
that these converge on the same mechanism: Ras-activated
mutant-p53 and TGFb conspire to oppose the activity of the
p53 family member p63. p63 is a master gene for normal epithe-
lial stem cells, protecting them from apoptosis and coordinating
their differentiation (Deyoung and Ellisen, 2007). Here we show
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et al., 2007) or in mice that express UCP1 in the white fat at
a very low level (Kopecky et al., 1995). These observations revive
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